CAROLINE WOOLARD ART ’07

TUESDAY, APRIL 28 | 12:00 NOON

Caroline Woolard is a project-based, interdisciplinary artist and designer. Her current projects include: a work-dress, a barter network (http://www.OurGoods.org), and user testing with dancer Linda Austin. Woolard is a recipient of funding for research and development from The Field, a Watermill Center Residency, a MacDowell Colony Residency, an Environmental Health Clinic Fellowship, a Pilchuck Scholarship, and the Leon Levy Foundation Grant. She is employed by The Cooper Union and Mildred’s Lane; the latter is a working-living-researching site for large-scale project-based practices in Pennsylvania.

Caroline Woolard is ready to talk about anything that interests students, faculty, and staff from her work and/or life:

- PROJECTS: public seats, subway swings, shaker shack, barter network
- APPROACH: researching, collaborating, organizing, administrating
- LEARNING: peers, mentors, and experimental graduate schools
- STUDIO: starting, building, and running a space with friends
- MONEY: financial transparency and money taboos, community currencies

RESIDENCIES + GRANTS: MacDowell, Watermill, ERP, Pilchuck, Ox-bow
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